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Welcome on board!
Install your Jack!

Welcome dear driver & fleet manager!

What is Jack?

In order to ensure the smooth running of this collaboration,
it is important to follow all steps and user instructions
and provide us with feedback on your experience.

Jack is a telematics device connected to your mobile phone.

In addition, if you have any questions, please
contact us at info@smart-jack.com.

Mounted on your windshield, Jack will detect, diagnose and
notify in real time any impacts to avoid waiting for the windshield
to crack completely and end up being unable to repair it.
If you would like more information about Jack,
please visit our website www.smart-jack.com.

We care about your privacy
What Jack does

Detects vibrations
while you drive

Translates them into signals

You drive safely

Filters the irrelevant impacts

You repair your windshield

Notifies you if a
potential breaking
impact was detected

The notification is sent
to your fleet manager
and/or insurer

What Jack does not do

Film or record you

Record your location,
your speed or any other
time related data

Store any personal data
other than your name
and phone number
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Installation of the Gateway

B
 e sure to follow this step before installing Jack on your windshield

Connect the Gateway to the USB port of your vehicle or connect the dongle to the OBD port.
If your vehicle only has a USB-C port, let us know and we'll send you an adapter.
T
 o avoid any malfunction, be sure to leave the Gateway plugged in at all times.
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Install the Jack telematics on your windshield
1. Remove the 3 protective stickers located on the back of
the Jack and on the two circular sensors.

A. Basis tape: must be sure that it is in
contact with the glass around the sensor
B. Sensor tape: must be in
contact with the glass
C. Sensor
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2. Install the device.
Be sure the area is clean and dry. Clean the area with a cleaning swipe

A. Apply the basis at the correct location
(see hereunder) and press on it for at
least 30 seconds (thumb on the sensor
area and pressure on the middle)
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B. Slide the main box on the basis
 lease be advised that once the base
P
and the device are together, Jack is
considered active and will be charged.

Correct location:
•

Inside the vehicle

•

On the upper part of the windshield

•

Between mirror and sun visor

•

NOT on the black area of the windshield
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